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0 - Info (Oh gawd O_O;;;)

After 10 freakin' times of LOGGING IN, I decided to create epic crap that Sunny'd make.

Sakura: There's even one based on that song about a proper cup of coffee.
Sunny: YEAH! SEARCH IT ON YOUTUBE IF YA WANT!



1 - The Creepy Pie

(Sunny's P.O.V. )

Okay, once upon a time, there was a baker who owned a bakery of some sort. He made sweets that
play parcheesi. So one day, he made a pie that could play parcheesi!

Baker: Welcome, my pie.
Pie: O_O
Baker: ...you okay?
Pie: ......*roars*
Baker: O[]o

So the baker got devoured by the pie. It was sad...

So, the next day, Klonoa went to the bakery to buy a cake for Lolo's birthday.

Klonoa: *looks in through the window* ...Nobody's here. I'll see if there's any good cakes... *opens the
door to the bakery*

Pie: Welcome.
Klonoa: ...O_O;;;
Pie: Something the matter?
Klonoa: Pi is 3.14 something, something...
Huepow: (Klonoa! The cake!)
Klonoa: Is there... cake? *looks down* (Buying some for a friend's birthday...)
Pie: Why, yes. *points to the right* Take what you want...
Klonoa: Lolo likes... *looks at the slip of paper he has* ...vanilla.
Random sweets: *pop out of nowhere* VANILLA?!
Klonoa: Vanilla. Nothing wrong with vanilla!
Pie: Well, chocolate has more flavor--
Klonoa: THIS IS FOR MY GIRLFRIEND'S BIRTHDAY. Everyone we know's going to be there.
Pie: ...o3o
Klonoa: *turns around and tries to get the vanilla cake...*
Pie: *follows Klonoa slowly...*
Klonoa: *turns around and aims his Wind Bullet at the pie*
Pie: NUUU-- *faints*

And that's where Leorina comes in!

Leorina: Klonoa, I-- *sees Klonoa and the pie battling* What's going on...?
Klonoa: Battling a creepy pie. Wanna help?
Leorina: I guess...



So Klonoa and Leorina defeated the creepy pie with their Wind Rings.

Klonoa: *sighs* Now to get Lolo's cake.
Leorina: *walks away, humming*
Klonoa: Hey!
Leorina: *stops humming and turns* Yeah?
Klonoa: *smiles* Good luck... on whatever you're doing...
Leorina: *nods, turns back, and walks out of the scene*
Klonoa: *gets the vanilla cake* Perfect... *lays the money on a counter* Keep the change. *walks out of
the store with the cake*

Never trust a pie.



2 - Cup of Coffee

Okay. Once, there was some random guy in Phantomile.

Random guy: That's me!

His brother got him coffee, so the random dude took a drink, aaaand...

Random guy: OMG! WTFudge IS WITH THIS COFFEE?! D:<
Brother: I made it myself 8D
Random guy: I JUST wanted a PROPER cup of coffee in a proper COFFEE CUP. I'LL JUST MAKE A
CUP OF TEA. *walks away*
Brother: O[]o;;;;

Meanwhile, Sakura-san held up a toy gun to Guntz's head.

Sakura: STAND AND DELIVER! COFFEE!!
Guntz: Whaaaaa?
Sakura: I'll get tea.
Guntz: Fine.

Meanwhile, again, Tsurara lost a battle.

Tsurara: Sir, here's my sword. *hands Sir a sword*
Sir: *accepts the sword*
Tsurara: Do I get coffee?
Sir: You get tea.
Tsurara: Fine.

Meanwhile, for the LAST TIME, I was delivered a ton of silver coffee pots...

Sunny: Huh...?
Taro: People delivered silver coffee pots for you!
Sunny: Can I have Herbal Tea instead?
Taro: O_O;;;;

----
This story chapter was based on Proper Cup of Coffee by Trout Fishing in America-

thx for reading.



3 - Abridged Murder Mystery?

BLAHBLAHBLAH-- ah, what the crap. GET ON WITH THE STORY!

Sunny: So pretty much, someone gets killed, we know the suspects, blahblahblah, we find out who does
it.

...What the crap?



4 - Taquito Madness

News Reporter: We have urgent news. It is rumored that taquitos will invade--
Klonoa: *turns off TV* WTF! SHOOT YOUR TV!
Guntz: *shoots the TV*
Lil' Sunny: (Awkwaaaard...)
Klonoa: *sighs* Sunny, is it possible for taquitos to invade us?
Lil' Sunny: *reaches arms out to Klonoa* Myu...
Klonoa: *picks up Lil' Sunny* Well, let's hope it's--
Taquito: WE NEED THE YELLOW CABBIT!
Klonoa: NEVER >:U
Guntz: *opens the door outside and shoots lots of Taquitos*
Klonoa: I'll escape with Sunny-chan...
Lil' Sunny: *starts crying*
Klonoa: *starts RUNNING*
Taquitos: *trying to get Lil' Sunny*
Guntz: *shooting more Taquitos* Double kill! >:D
Klonoa: *grabs onto a hanging ladder and looks up* TAT?!
Tat: Yay! I'm helping!
Klonoa: I'd rather be annoyed by her then having Sunny killed, because Sunny is cute!
--5 minutes later!--
Lil' Sunny: *asleep*
Tat: Oh, yeah, this is the person who gave me the helicopter to save you guys. *hands Klonoa a picture*
Klonoa: *looks at the picture* WHAT THE--
Lil' Sunny: *wakes up* ?!

*random theme song plays XD*

Taquito 1: Want to go to Rubio's?
Taquito 2: They killed my brother!
Taquito 1: ....Oh.

Epic fail.



5 - BAH-LO-NEE.

Balonga? Wait,
DID I SPELL THAT RIGHT?



6 - Candy Fundraiser Suggestions?

(Sakura's P.O.V.)

Ok, Sunny takes dance, right? Well, her class is going to have a fundraiser, and she has an idea!

Sunny: What does this world need more than anything?
Hoshiko: Idk...
Sunny: We need werewolves! People effing love vampires! They pay them TONS of money to go to
parties, weddings, and maybe even luaus! We dress up as werewolves and people pay five bucks for us
to chase them! What about a manga sale?
Hoshiko: Your ideas smell, you know.
Sunny: *runs furiously to Hoshiko, but her teacher grabs onto her hand*
Hoshiko, Joshua (new oc/fc), and Scott (new oc/fc): *start screaming*
Teacher: Any other suggestions?
Hoshiko: Candy bar sales!
Scott and Joshua: *nod*
Sunny and Hoshiko: And I'm going to win! *look at each other* What? How will you win?
Hoshiko: I get my persuasion from my mom. So it's obvious that I'll win.
Sunny: Well, my grandfather says I never give up!
Hoshiko: SO WHAT?
Sunny and Hoshiko: I WILL WIN!!!!



7 - lol what

...I ll come back here when I have an idea
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